The anatomy and functional role of the circumvallate papilla/von Ebner gland complex.
We suggest that the description of the reciprocal relationships between the circumvallate papilla (CP) and von Ebner glands (VEGs) reported in most textbooks of anatomy must be rewritten. In the past, the VEG was described as a gland ancillary to the taste buds, mainly involved in the washing of the vallum around the CP or in perireceptorial events. Recent data obtained in our laboratory or reported in the literature indicate that both these structures form a single functional unity which could be called circumvallata papilla/von Ebner gland (CP/VEG) complex. The CP/VEG complex seems to represent an important enzyme- and pheromone-producing system composed of a sensitive (taste buds) and an effectory (VEG) branch linked by feedback mechanisms of control. In our hypothesis, the taste buds located in the distal portion of the VEG ductal system can be considered similar to the chemoreceptory cells located in other portions of the digestive apparatus such as pancreatic and bile ducts. Therefore, the CP/VEG complex represents a rare example of chemoreceptor-secretory organ.